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The Glass Queen
Eight stories of supernatural romance. Four New York Times bestselling
authors. One supernaturally seductive town where “Desperate Housewives
meets Charmed” (Fresh Fiction). Welcome to Mysteria, Colorado, home to
a vegan vampire, a neighborly werewolf, a pair of sisterly witches, a
demon nanny, and many more creatures that go bump in the night.
Passions run high in this hot two-in-one omnibus edition of Mysteria
and Mysteria Lane.

The Satanic Verses
His followers called him Mahasamatman and said he was a god. He
preferred to drop the Maha- and the -atman, however, and called
himself Sam. He never claimed to be a god, but then he never claimed
not to be a god. A holy war rages across the heavens and mankind's
fate hangs in the balance.

Mysteria
It’s the beginning of summer break, and high school English teacher
Shannon Parker is ready to relax poolside with some red wine and a
good book. She’s friggin’ earned it! But first—a little shopping, a la
fancy estate auction. Surrounded by old folks and even older
artifacts, Shannon never expects to find something that shocks her
down to her very core: an ancient vase, complete with a beautiful
painting of a goddess that looks just like her. And just as she’s
stealing away with her seriously suspicious purchase, she’s magically
thrown into the world of Partholon, where not only has she taken the
place of Rhiannon, Goddess Incarnate and Epona’s Chosen, but she’s due
to be married to a surly (but oh-so-handsome) High Shaman centaur,
ClanFintan. But serving as Epona’s Chosen isn’t just luxury baths and
buff horse-guys. A dark power grows in the wastelands to the north,
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and Rhiannon will need much more than just the favor of Epona to
protect the land—and the man—she’s grown to love.

The Goddess Is in the Details
Pea Chamberlain needs help. Her shoes, hair, clothes, make-up are all
disasters and she really needs a makeover - especially if she wants to
attract sexy fireman Griffin DeAngelo at the firemen's masked ball.
And who better to coax Pea out of her pod than the Goddess of Love,
whom she invokes when she gets her hands on a book of enchantments.
Sure enough, Venus works her magic on Pea, which is what she has been
doing for eons - helping others find love. But who will help the
Goddess of Love when she finds herself falling head over heels for the
same sexy fireman she is trying to land for Pea? Could it be that
Venus needs a love makeover herself?

Elphame’s Choice
Once Upon a Time meets Game of Thrones in book two of New York Times
bestselling author Gena Showalter’s magical, romantic dark fantasy
series, in which the fairy tales we know and love are prophecies of
the future. Welcome to the Forest of Good and Evil, where villains may
be heroes and heroes may be villains…it all depends on who you ask.
Ashleigh Ansklelisa may be called the Glass Princess due to her weak
heart, but Saxon, king of the Avian, knows she is more dangerous than
broken glass, in this Cinderella retelling that sweeps readers into
the magical land of Enchantia, filled with treacherous enemies,
unexpected allies, forbidden love, and dangerous magic! Can destined
lovers find their way to each other, or will evil win the day?
Everything changes at the stroke of midnight as one determined
princess fights for her legacy, her love, and the crown that is her
destiny. Praise for Gena Showalter: “Utterly unique and absolutely
riveting—I couldn’t put it down! What a marvelously cool world.” —#1
New York Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas on Firstlife
“Firstlife is a nonstop thrill ride that will stop your heart…and
shock it back to life. This book is #1 on my keeper shelf!” —#1 New
York Times bestselling author P.C. Cast “Firstlife illuminates the
depths of human resilience and the power of love, even in the darkest
hours.” —#1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole

The Angel Trials
What if the Bible prophecies are true? What if the anti-Christ is
among us now? What if the end of the world is at hand? Are you
prepared? Paul Crouch, minister, television personality, and cofounder
of Trinity Broadcasting Network, provides answers as he reveals
shattering truths found in the hidden prophecies of the Bible. As the
most overwhelming and frightening Last-Day prophecies are beginning to
cast their shadows on an unsuspecting world, Crouch offers an
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opportunity to find meaning in current world events and reminds us
that everything ultimately leads to the Second Coming of Jesus Christ.
“Reading The Shadow of the Apocalypse is like reading tomorrow’s news
headlines. Read this book today!”—Dr. Jack Van Impe, author of
Revelation Revealed “This book is about an alarming topic, and yet
Paul Crouch infuses it with the eternal promise from Christ.”—Tim
LaHaye, co-author of Left Behind

Nyx in the House of Night
The House of Night is no ordinary school—and not just because it's for
vampyres. It's a place where magic, religion, folklore, and mythology
from multiple traditions merry meet and meld to create something
incredible and new. In Nyx in the House of Night—a 2-color illustrated
companion to the House of Night series—some of your favorite YA
authors, plus a few experts, help you navigate the influences behind
the House of Night series in a guide that would get even Damien's seal
of approval. Travel with P.C. Cast as she gets her first tattoo in
Ireland, climbs the ruins of Sgiach's castle, and discovers the lore
that led to the Isle of Skye vampyres. Read Kristin Cast's defense of
women in history and mythology who, like Zoey, have made a practice of
juggling multiple men. Sit in on a vampyre lecture by Bryan Lankford,
the real-life basis for House of Night instructor Dragon Lankford, on
the parallels between Wiccan and vampyre circle rituals. Tour Tulsa's
House of Night landmarks with local Amy H. Sturgis. Plus: •Karen
Mahoney on Nyx and other goddesses of the night •John Edgar Browning
on vampires in folklore, fiction, and reality •Jana Oliver on tattoos
and other Marks •Ellen Steiber on feline familiars •Yasmine Galenorn
on priestesses and goddess worship •Jordon Dane on Zoey's Cherokee
heritage •Jeri Smith-Ready on the Raven Mockers and Kalona's less than
heavenly inspiration •Christine Zika on the connection between Nyx and
the Virgin Mary •Triniy Faegen on the Greek version of the Otherworld
Nyx in the House of Night also includes an appendix of character names
that reveals the myth behind Zoey's last name, which House of Night
cats have ties to Camelot, Egypt, and Middle-earth, and more!

A Wizard of Earthsea
Just before dawn one winter’s morning, a hijacked aeroplane blows
apart high above the English Channel and two figures tumble, clutched
in an embrace, towards the sea: Gibreel Farishta, India’s legendary
movie star, and Saladin Chamcha, the man of a thousand voices. Washed
up, alive, on an English beach, their survival is a miracle. But there
is a price to pay. Gibreel and Saladin have been chosen as opponents
in the eternal wrestling match between Good and Evil. But chosen by
whom? And which is which? And what will be the outcome of their final
confrontation?

American Demon
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Eternal salutations to Sri Durga, to Sri Kali, the boundless ocean of
spiritual Wisdom who is the Divine Mother of the Universe. This everpresent Goddess epitomizes both the bliss of unlimited Awareness and
the enthralling play of universal projection. She manifests countless
beings abiding in an infinite set of worlds, seen and unseen, gross
and subtle, hidden and exposed. Her existence is confirmed by the holy
scriptures, for She is perceived intellectually by means of the Six
Darshanas, Her perpetually flowing streams of eternal spiritual
knowledge. She is approached and contacted by the devotees through
intense sadhana, spiritual disciplines prescribed by the guru, and She
is accessible through contemplation and meditation. Ultimately, She is
realized as the essence of limitless Consciousness, infinite,
indivisible, all-pervading and absolute The Twenty-Four Aspects of
Mother Kali, then, represent in book form an attempt to remind
humanity of their divine parentage, of their divine nature, of their
source of origin. It is hoped that those who are still asleep to this
supreme verity called the Divine Mother of the Universe will have
their inherent spirituality awakened; that those who have fallen into
complacency or despondency will have their commitment to this non-dual
Truth of existence rekindled; that those who are already abiding in
this Truth will further exult in this sublime Essence of pure Being
and continue to spread the pure light of Timeless Awareness to all
inhabitants sporting consciously or unconsciously in the boundless
ocean of the Universal Mother’s ineffable Grace.

Keeping Her Keys
P. C. and Kristin Cast, the #1 New York Times bestselling authors of
the House of Night phenomenon, return to the scene with The Dysasters
- the first action-packed novel in a new paranormal fantasy series.
Adoptive daughter of a gifted scientist, Foster Stewart doesn't live a
'normal' life, (not that she'd want to). But controlling cloud
formations and seeing airwaves aren't things most eighteen-year-olds
can do. Small town star quarterback and quintessential dreamy boy next
door, Tate "Nighthawk" Taylor has never thought about his "extra"
abilities. Sure, his night vision comes in handy during games, but who
wouldn't want that extra edge? From the moment Foster and Tate
collide, their worlds spiral and a deadly tornado forces them to work
together, fully awakening their not-so-natural ability - the power to
control air. As they each deal with the tragic loss of loved ones,
they're caught by another devastating discovery - they are the first
in a group of teens genetically manipulated before birth to bond with
the elements, and worse they're being hunted. Now, Foster and Tate
must fight to control their abilities as they learn of their past, how
they came to be, who's following them, and what tomorrow will bring

The Sorcerer King of Destruction and the Golem of the
Barbarian Queen (Light Novel) Vol. 1
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Originally published in 1968, Ursula K. Le Guin’s A Wizard of Earthsea
marks the first of the six now beloved Earthsea titles. Ged was the
greatest sorcerer in Earthsea, but in his youth he was the reckless
Sparrowhawk. In his hunger for power and knowledge, he tampered with
long-held secrets and loosed a terrible shadow upon the world. This is
the tumultuous tale of his testing, how he mastered the mighty words
of power, tamed an ancient dragon, and crossed death's threshold to
restore the balance. This ebook includes a sample chapter of THE TOMBS
OF ATUAN.

Goddess Of Troy
International bestselling author P.C. Cast brings us the magical,
sensual Goddess Summoning series, which retells ancient myths with a
sexy, modern twist - original, enthralling and utterly unputdownable .
. . It's not green fingers that have kept the Empousai family's roses
blooming for centuries - it's the drops of blood that their women
secretly sacrifice for their gardens. But Mikki would rather forget
this family quirk and lead a normal life. Until the day she
unwittingly performs a ritual and ends up in the strangely familiar
Realm of the Rose. As its goddess, Hecate, reveals to her, Mikki has
the blood of a high priestess running through her veins. And the realm
has been waiting for her . . . In a long ago flash of temper, Hecate
cursed her Guardian beast with a slumber that only her priestess can
undo - and Hecate is counting on Mikki to set things right. At first
the beast terrifies Mikki - but soon he intrigues her more than any
man ever has. But the only way he and the realm can be saved is for
Mikki to sacrifice her life-giving blood - and herself . . .

The Odyssey of Homer
Celebrating Seasons of the Goddess restores the original vision of
celebrating cultural and natural landmarks from the perspective of
Goddess feminist activism. By taking such categories as time, seasons,
nature and the female divine as a point of departure, this book brings
modern minds out of patriarchal holiday conventions and invites the
reader to join the sobering chorus, led by our 35 authors-writers,
researchers, poets, artists, ritualists, photographers and activists
from around the world. At an individual level, this book presents a
wide range of thealogical expressions in 88 chapters that are selftranscending and metamorphic. Its Goddess Spirituality, which may be
called Engaged Goddess Spirituality, is characterized by the impetus
to derail the cultural and spiritual paradigm of patriarchal
religions. In other words, this book, fueled by the commitment to
feminist social change, undertakes the task of undercutting the main
nerve of patriarchal advancements that peril the terrestrial community
at an ever-magnifying scale. However, Celebrating Seasons of the
Goddess does not stop there. Summoning the time/space of the
Primordial Mother, HERE/NOW, it re-channels seemingly isolated
spiritual practices of the world to the consciousness of WE in S/HE.
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In short, it is a multi-faceted practical book that accompanies one's
process of awakening and commitment to Engaged Goddess Spirituality.
This book aims at the following: Discovering and owning Nature's
female rhythms Personalizing cosmic time Riding Earth's seasons
Countering foreground patriarchal propagandas Politicizing female
experiences as salvific Commemorating Goddesses and gynocentric
cultures Befriending non-human members of the terrestrial community
Supporting Indigenous struggles Exploring nature-based lifestyles
Engaging spirituality with feminist activism Awakening the deep memory
of WE Cultivating the primordial consciousness of the Creatrix Section
titles are: Section One: Time, Nature and the Goddess Section Two: The
Chorus in Poetry, Art and Ritual Section Three: The Wheel of Seasons
Section Four: A New Beginning, Winter Solstice Sections One, Three,
and Four follow thematic categories, while Section Two is a collection
of such genres as poetry, prose, art, and photography, which therefore
stands as an autonomous booklet that contains the themes of the other
three sections. Readers may opt to read this book perennially (Section
One, Two, and Three) and seasonally (Section Four for Winter
Solstice).

The Professors' Wives' Club

Warrior Rising
Invoke the power of these 52 goddesses throughout the year to empower
yourself and improve your life. Women today are banding together in
magical ways to celebrate and encourage one another, and many are
turning to the sacred goddesses of the past to guide their way. Your
Goddess Year provides a calendar of 52 goddesses along with
fascinating background information, herstory, and reasons why invoking
her power can strengthen and benefit you in your day-to-day life.
Learn about the powerful goddesses from all cultures and belief
systems and call upon them during different times of the year to
channel their strengths when you need them most. Including rituals to
summon each goddess, you’ll always have the sacred feminine power
supporting you. Celebrate the reawakening of the feminine divine and
feminism by inviting a goddess to assist you and find the goddess that
best speaks to you.

The Silence of the Girls
This bundle includes all seven books in The Angel Trials series by USA
Today bestselling author Michelle Madow! I thought magic didn't exist.
I was so, so wrong. I'm just a typical college student until a demon
attacks me on the night of my twenty-first birthday. Luckily, I'm
saved by Noah--a mysterious, sexy wolf shifter who appears and
disappears before I can ask him any questions. Then my mom is abducted
by the same demon who came after me. And who turns up at the scene of
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the crime again? Noah. He's hunting the demons who are taking humans,
and he's ultimately heading where I need to go to save my mom--the
mystical island of Avalon. Now I'm joining Noah's demon hunting
mission whether he wants me there or not. Which he doesn't. But
nothing stops me, so Noah and I will have to learn to work
together--if we don't kill each other first. More importantly, I have
to survive his crazy demon hunt. Because surviving is the only way to
get to Avalon and save my mom's life. 20,000+ copies sold. Over
fifteen MILLION pages read. 2,500+ five-star reviews for the series.
Now, for a limited time, save money compared to buying the individual
books by reading the entire Angel Trials series in this special bundle
deal! "The Angel Trials is a must read! It has it all--action,
adventure, romance, and a story that will keep you on the edge of your
seat." -Fizza Younis, Amazon Reviewer ????? "The Angel Trials is a
roller coaster of shocking twists and turns, thrilling action,
supernatural characters, drama, excitement, and romance!" -Kayla
Williams, Amazon Reviewer ????? "Michelle Madow never disappoints! Her
books are always well written and well thought out. The plot was
mesmerizing from the very first book!" -Stella C., Amazon reviewer
????? "I haven't read a series this good since Laurel K Hamilton's
books!" -Kindle Customer, Amazon Reviewer ????? "It's extremely hard
to find such an interesting and exciting author who not only writes
intelligently but also provides top rated plots, characters, and
excitement. I'm reading all of Michelle Madow's books in this series
and it's hard to stop and take a break!" -JMN4555, Amazon Reviewer
????? "I am blown away! This is a series that will stick with you long
after reading it. It's beautifully written and I couldn't stop reading
it!" -KB, Amazon Reviewer ????? "If you haven't started The Angel
Trials series, you need to jump on the band wagon! I'm sad it's over,
but happy how it concluded! Madow is truly gifted and I highly
recommend her novels!" -Katlyn H, Amazon Reviewer ????? "I didn't want
The Angel Trials to end! I cannot shout it enough. Get on it, you need
to read it!" -Haddie H., Amazon Reviewer ????? What are you waiting
for? Scroll up and click BUY NOW to find out why readers all over the
world have fallen in love with The Angel Trials series! *This is a
bundle of all seven books in one. It's one big book - not seven
separate books. The font size is small in order to fit all seven books
into the bundle, so it's not recommended for readers with vision
problems.

Celebrating Seasons of the Goddess (B/W)
A GUARDIAN BEST BOOK OF THE 21ST CENTURY From the Booker Prize-winning
author of Regeneration Shortlisted for the Women's Prize for Fiction
and the Costa Novel Award There was a woman at the heart of the Trojan
war whose voice has been silent - till now. Discover the greatest
Greek myth of all - retold by the witness that history forgot
'Magnificent. You are in the hands of a writer at the height of her
powers' Evening Standard 'Chilling, powerful, audacious' The Times
Briseis was a queen until her city was destroyed. Now she is slave to
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Achilles, the man who butchered her husband and brothers. Trapped in a
world defined by men, can she survive to become the author of her own
story?

Goddess of Love
Meet the women of Mysteria—and the creatures they fall for—in four
stories of paranormal passion from four New York Times bestselling
authors. Located in the picturesque mountains of Colorado, Mysteria is
a place where the supernatural co-exists with the natural. It’s a town
of bewitching seduction, dark magic, and sensual demons In MaryJanice
Davidson’s “Alone Wolf,” Charlene Houtenan is the voluptuous local
realtor, who knows a hot property when she sees one. And when a new
werewolf appears in town, she’s going to make a move he can’t resist
In P. C. Cast's “Candy Cox and the Big Bad (Were) Wolf," Candice Cox
may be Mysteria High’s sexiest teacher, but after five husbands, she’s
burnt out on romance. Until a former student—a drool-worthy
werewolf—makes her howl at the moon… In Gena Showalter's “The Witches
of Mysteria and the Dead Who Love Them," Genevieve Tawdry is a witch
with a bad case of unrequited love for the owner of the local bar. But
is his sudden change of heart the result of a love potion—or a
literally breathtaking passion? In Susan Grant's “Mortal in Mysteria,”
Harmony Faithfull is the new minister in town. She’s having a crisis
of faith—in herself—until she finds a buck-naked man in her garden, a
former demon who unleashes the devil inside her

Goddess Of Spring
Collects two stories of goddesses, including "Goddess of the Sea," in
which Christine Canady awakens after a plane crash as the mythical
mermaid Undine, who Gaea turns into a damsel so that she might seek
shelter on land.

Kali Mantra Magick
All her life, Elphame never felt like she belonged. From birth she was
always set apart, infinitely different from her family and the people
of Partholon, because she had so obviously been touched by the great
Goddess Epona. When she feels the call of the ancient and crumbling
MacCallan Castle, deserted since the Formorian war over a century ago,
Elphame knows that she belongs to its impressive walls, fated to be
its keeper. With the help of many others seeking a new home and fresh
start to life, Elphame and her newfound clan begin to rebuild the
great halls of the castle. But after she is rescued in the surrounding
forest by a mysterious, extraordinary, and uniquely handsome man whose
painful origin threatens the safety of her people, she must choose
between the life she fought to create—and the love for him that grows
within.
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Kali
7.2 million YouTube viewers can't be wrong: A provocative new way to
look at the global warming debate. Based on a series of viral videos
that have garnered more than 7.2 million views, this visually
appealing book gives readers-be they global warming activists, soccer
moms, or NASCAR dads-a way to decide on the best course of action, by
asking them to consider, "What's the worst that could happen?" And for
those who decide that action is needed, Craven provides a solution
that is not only powerful but also happens to be stunningly easy. Not
just another "change your light bulb" book, this intriguing and
provocative guide is the first to help readers make sense-for
themselves-of the contradictory statements about global climate
change. The globe is warming! or The globe is not warming. We're the
ones doing it! or It's a natural cycle. It's gonna be a catastrophe!
or It'll be harmless. This is the biggest threat to humankind! or This
is the biggest hoax in history. Watch a Video

Lord of Light
Over the past few years Hekate has gained increasing popularity around
the world. While there are books written about the historical Hekate,
there is a lack of information applying this knowledge for personal
development and practicing witchcraft. Keeping Her Keys blends the
‘keys' of personal development, magick and the ancient goddess,
Hekate, together. Topics include the power of prayer, how to create
sacred space, and guidance on spell crafting. In the final chapter
readers can perform an optional self-initiation to become a Keeper of
Her Keys.

What's the Worst That Could Happen?
Interior designer Pamela Gray unwittingly invokes the goddess Artemis
when she wishes that a man would treat her like a goddess. The goddess
will make her wish come true by offering her twin brother Apollo.

Circe
"Never before in print have I seen Her brought to life with such
passion and truth. Harding brings Mother Kali to everyone who sees her
path".

Divine by Mistake
International bestselling author P.C. Cast brings us the magical,
sensual Goddess Summoning series, which retells ancient myths with a
sexy, modern twist - original, enthralling and utterly unputdownable .
. . Lina's bakery in Tulsa, Oklahoma, is proving to be less than
lucrative and she must come up with a plan to save it. When she
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stumbles upon an Italian Goddess cookbook, she can't help but think
she's found the answer to her problem - even if it means invoking a
goddess to save her business. Soon enough, Lina finds herself face-toface with Demeter, who has a plan of her own. She proposes that Lina
exchange souls with Persephone, the Goddess of Spring, who will
breathe new life into the bakery. In return, Lina must set the
Underworld to rights. Before all this, Lina's problems mostly involved
dough and second dates. Now that she embodies the enchantingly
beautiful Persephone, Lina has weightier things on her mind - like the
formidable task of bringing Spring to a world of spirits. But when the
handsome, brooding Hades kindles a spark in her heart, Lina wonders if
this Lord of the Underworld might be the man of her dreams

Moon Chosen
The sages of Tantra taught that when we follow the path of Shakti, the
sacred feminine principle personified by the goddesses of yoga, we
awaken the full potential of our own inner energies. Kali, teaches
Sally Kempton, may be both the most powerful—and misunderstood—goddess
of all. Kali—her name means “Black One”—is the original Dark Goddess,
whose hidden gift is ecstasy. She brings both fierceness and love,
destruction and rebirth—and untamed courage and freedom for those
willing to fully comprehend and embrace her many gifts. In this ebook, readers are invited to explore teachings, stories, meditations,
prayers, poems, mantras, invocations, and rituals to align with this
cosmic force of radical transformation. Program Highlights Kali as the
Mirror of Our Own Inner State Kali the Blood Drinker The Two Faces of
the Dark Goddess Kali and the Ego Kali’s Fierce Forms Kali’s Role in
Spiritual Liberation Contemplation: The Felt Sense of Kali in Your
Life The Tantric Kali: Deity of Heroes The Kali Woman: Archetype of
Feminine Power, Sexuality, and Force A Kali Asana Practice A
Contemplation on Kali’s Audacity The Shadow Kali Kali as the Inner
Voice of Destructive Rage Dialoguing with Kali (a guided practice)
Kali as the Human Teacher A Visualization Practice for Offering Your
Negative Tendencies to Kali’s Fire Unlocking the Hidden Kali
Meditation: Kali as the Great Void

Goddess Of The Rose
Includes a detachable folded poster of "The Hatrix."

Mysteria Nights
SHAKTI MANTRAS Tapping into the Great Goddess Energy Within • Enhance
your spiritual gifts • Lighten your karmic burden • Improve your
health and increase prosperity • Live in harmony with the universe
Now, with Shakti Mantras, we can all benefit from this ancient
practice. Thomas Ashley-Farrand, a Vedic priest, is an American expert
in the intricacies of Sanskrit mantra. With nearly thirty years and
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thousands of hours of experience in chanting, he is supremely wellequipped to write the first book that teaches women (and men as well)
to tap into the dynamic feminine energy of love in all its
manifestations. By sharing enchanting Hindu myths and astonishing true
stories from his own practice, Ashley-Farrand helps us to understand
the real power that this age-old art awakens in those who perform it.
Through dozens of actual mantras–each one presented with phonetic
spelling for easy pronunciation and recommendations for specific
applications–he enables us to increase our “shakti” (power) and use it
to solve problems, ensure abundance, create health and well-being,
summon protection, and invoke personal and universal peace. Whether
you’re new to chanting or an old hand, Shakti Mantras will take you
places you’ve never been before . . . and measurably enrich your life.
From the Trade Paperback edition.

Twenty-Four Aspects of Mother Kali
Isabel, a world-weary photojournalist, is grounded back home in
Oklahoma, when her car plummets off a bridge into a lake. Struggling
on the edge between life and death, she's miraculously saved by the
Water Goddess, but with one tiny caveat: Isabel must travel to another
time to seduce the legendary Lancelot du Lac away from Queen
Guinevere. Simple. After all, the handsome knight is a dream for any
woman in any century. Unfortunately Isabel is the one who's seduced by the soulful eyes of the wise and soft-spoken King Arthur. But for
Isabel, a deal is a deal. Now, the King watches as fate takes from him
the mysterious beauty he has come to worship, knowing all too well
that any interference on his part could destroy the kingdom he loves.

Your Goddess Year
International bestselling author P.C. Cast brings us the magical,
sensual Goddess Summoning series, which retells ancient myths with a
sexy, modern twist - original, enthralling and utterly unputdownable .
. . Goddesses Hera, Athena and Venus have had it up to here with the
Trojan War. So much devastation - all because of male egos. The worst
of the bunch is Achilles, the Greek champion whose powers have made
him practically invincible. To stop him would be to end the war. But
the only way to stop a man like Achilles is to distract him - with
something far more pleasurable than combat The three goddesses seize
their chance when a twenty-first-century beauty named Kat and her best
friend perish in a car crash. In no time, they shift the friends'
souls into the bodies of a Trojan princess and her handmaiden, having
no doubt that Kat will catch Achilles's attention. But can her
independent, fiery spirit match the unquenchable fire of his epic
rage?

Hug Your Haters
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A woman in her thirties is released from prison, with a new name and
not much else. She begins to make a fresh start but the present is
soon invaded by fragments from her past. Unsettling, hallucinatory and
without precedent, Mountains of the Moon is the tragic account of a
broken life, but, against all expectation, it amounts to something
utterly beautiful.

Awakening to Kali
A thrilling return to the #1 New York Times bestselling urban fantasy
series, continuing Rachel Morgan's story. RACHEL MORGAN IS BACK--AND
THE HOLLOWS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME. What happens after you've saved
the world? Well, if you're Rachel Mariana Morgan, witch-born demon,
you quickly discover that something might have gone just a little bit
wrong. That the very same acts you and your friends took to forge new
powers may have released something bound by the old. With a rash of
zombies, some strange new murders, and an exceedingly mysterious new
demon in town, it will take everything Rachel has to counter this new
threat to the world--and it may demand the sacrifice of what she holds
most dear.

Shakti Mantras
The first book in an epic series. Five months on the bestseller list.
Read the book that started the blockbuster bestselling series by #1
New York Times bestselling author P.C. Cast. #1 New York Times
bestselling author P.C. Cast brings us Moon Chosen, a new epic fantasy
set in a world where humans, their animal allies, and the earth itself
has been drastically changed. A world filled with beauty and danger
and cruelty Mari is an Earth Walker, heir to the unique healing powers
of her Clan; but she has cast her duties aside, until she is chosen by
a special animal ally, altering her destiny forever. When a deadly
attack tears her world apart, Mari reveals the strength of her powers
and the forbidden secret of her dual nature as she embarks on a
mission to save her people. It is not until Nik, the son of the leader
from a rival, dominating clan strays across her path, that Mari
experiences something she has never felt before Now, darkness is
coming, and with it, a force, more terrible and destructive than the
world has ever seen, leaving Mari to cast the shadows from the earth.
By forming a tumultuous alliance with Nik, she must make herself
ready. Ready to save her people. Ready to save herself and Nik. Ready
to embrace her true destinyand obliterate the forces that threaten to
destroy them all.

Mountains of the Moon
Tired of the devastation wrought by the Trojan War and determined to
put a stop to it, the goddesses decide to distract handsome Greek
warrior Achilles by transforming Kat, a thoroughly modern girl from
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Tulsa, Oklahoma, into a Trojan princess in order to catch his eye.
Original.

Goddess Of The Sea
A hot new isekai series about a young man trapped in another world
with a powerful inhuman partner–and don’t miss the manga adaptation,
also from Seven Seas! He has no name, and he has no memory. All he
knows is that he was summoned by a dark spell with a gruesome
sacrifice. Now, he’s the Sorcerer King of Destruction, fated to bring
about the end of the world. His only hope to defy that fate lies in
his partner, a beautiful elven golem with a terrifying taste for
violence. She will be his greatest protector—just as he must become
hers!

Goddess of Light
WARNING: Please read this warning before you proceed to call upon
Kali. Kali is fierce. Meaning, when you use her mantra you are
invoking a fierce energy. Her energy is not subtle.The results can be
rather dramatic, Kali, the dark mother of the Hindu pantheon is oft
the most misunderstood Goddess in all human spiritual endeavor. Her
images often depict her as being an evil and demonic force that few
should ever dare call upon whilst others worship her as benign Goddess
whom bestows blessings upon her supplicants. She is, in fact, both of
these . Kali will challenge the stuffiness and properness you have
acquired in this life. She will challenge who you think you are. She
will spit in your face, she will push your buttons and will humble
you. She will make you face your demons. Cut away your pride. She will
make you grow whether you feel you're ready or not. All for the sake
of breaking you out of your shell, a shell you so readily hide in.
Kali will throw you into your challenges raw. Thus, letting you learn
on your own. She would be the one to push you into the deep end of the
pool so you can learn to swim. She will show you the futility of your
overly valued words and notions of yourself to which we all
idolatrously worship. If you are ready to call Upon Kali then this
book is for you.

The Goddess Collection
Meeting together in a garden in the midst of Manhattan University's
faculty housing, four women, the wives of faculty members--Mary,
Sofia, Ashleigh, and Hannah--each of whom possesses a scandalous
secret that could rock the prestigious university to its core, join
forces to stand up for their own dreams and desires and to save their
beloved garden from destruction. A first novel. Original.

The Dysasters
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International bestselling author P.C. Cast brings us the magical,
sensual Goddess Summoning series, which retells ancient myths with a
sexy, modern twist - original, enthralling and utterly unputdownable .
. . Home alone on the night of her twenty-fifth birthday, US Air Force
sergeant Christine Canady yearns for something to cure her loneliness.
After drinking too much champagne, she recites a divine invocation to
revive her humdrum life. But how is she to know the spell actually
works? When her plane crashes into the ocean, CC's life changes
forever. She awakens, bewildered, to find herself in a legendary time
and place ruled by magic - and in the body of the mythical mermaid
Undine. But danger lurks in the water, ready to swallow CC whole.
Taking pity on her, the goddess Gaea turns CC into a damsel so that
she might seek shelter on land. When a dashing knight comes to CC's
rescue, instead of falling for this dream-come-true, she aches for the
sea and the darkly sexy merman who's stolen her heart . . .

Goddess Of Legend
"A bold and subversive retelling of the goddess's story," this #1 New
York Times bestseller is "both epic and intimate in its scope,
recasting the most infamous female figure from the Odyssey as a hero
in her own right" (Alexandra Alter, The New York Times). In the house
of Helios, god of the sun and mightiest of the Titans, a daughter is
born. But Circe is a strange child -- not powerful, like her father,
nor viciously alluring like her mother. Turning to the world of
mortals for companionship, she discovers that she does possess power
-- the power of witchcraft, which can transform rivals into monsters
and menace the gods themselves. Threatened, Zeus banishes her to a
deserted island, where she hones her occult craft, tames wild beasts
and crosses paths with many of the most famous figures in all of
mythology, including the Minotaur, Daedalus and his doomed son Icarus,
the murderous Medea, and, of course, wily Odysseus. But there is
danger, too, for a woman who stands alone, and Circe unwittingly draws
the wrath of both men and gods, ultimately finding herself pitted
against one of the most terrifying and vengeful of the Olympians. To
protect what she loves most, Circe must summon all her strength and
choose, once and for all, whether she belongs with the gods she is
born from, or the mortals she has come to love. With unforgettably
vivid characters, mesmerizing language, and page-turning suspense,
Circe is a triumph of storytelling, an intoxicating epic of family
rivalry, palace intrigue, love and loss, as well as a celebration of
indomitable female strength in a man's world. #1 New York Times
Bestseller -- named one of the Best Books of the Year by NPR, the
Washington Post, People, Time, Amazon, Entertainment Weekly, Bustle,
Newsweek, the A.V. Club, Christian Science Monitor, Refinery 29,
Buzzfeed, Paste, Audible, Kirkus, Publishers Weekly, Thrillist, NYPL,
Self, Real Simple, Goodreads, Boston Globe, Electric Literature,
BookPage, the Guardian, Book Riot, Seattle Times, and Business
Insider.
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The Shadow Of The Apocalypse
From the hearth to the altar, make magic in every moment. Being a
Witch isn't limited to casting a spell under the full moon or
consecrating a ritual circle. Whether you're calling the Goddess or
doing the dishes, your wonderfully witchy ways are woven into
everything you do. With her signature down-to-earth wisdom and warmth,
Deborah Blake takes you into the heart of what it means to be a Witch
all day, every day. Filled to the brim with practical suggestions,
Pagan and Wicca spells, and helpful advice, this essential book brings
to light all facets of a modern Witch's life: The seven core beliefs
of Witches, mindful eating and health, creating sacred space at home,
relationships with non-Pagans, sex and the single Witch, raising Pagan
children, solitary and coven practice, Pagan ritual, and green living.
"Deborah Blake has created a practical method of weaving the spiritual
into the daily chores of the mundane world in which we must
live."-Edain McCoy, author of Advanced Witchcraft and If You Want to
Be a Witch
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